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SUMMARY
The David Wilson Hospital has 50 beds and provide patient care 24 hours
a day. The solar system consists of 88 single glazed, selectively coated,
copper base plate collector modules; hot water coils in the hot air ducts;
A DHW preheat tank; a three thousand gallon concrete urethane-insulated
storage tank and other miscellaneous components. The collectors are
mounted on the roof in a sawtooth arrangement facing due south, in-
clined at an angle of 53 0 from the horizontal. The collectors are elevated
above the storage tank so that any time the collector pump cuts off, a
vacuum relief valve opens at the top of the collectors allowing air to enter
and the water in the collector pipiug automatically flows back into the
storage tank eliminating any need for freeze protection.
A request to the Department of Energy to enter into a cooperative agree-
ment with the David Wilson Hospital for the development of a solar system
at the Charlottesville facility was submitted in 1976. Approximately one
year later, the hospital received one of ninety subsidized awards provided by
the Federal Goverrment during 1977.
Initially the system was to have used two stage heat pumps (air to air or
solar heated water to air) and was to have been an instrumented site.
Problems developed with the heat pump making it impractical to incorpor-
ate this approach into the solar design. As a consequence of the design
change and other considerations such as cost, it was decided to also delete
the instrumentation at the site.
The installation was further plagued by the necessity to reroof after part
of the collector support structure was installed.
The system was completed and tested on December 8, 1979, by the con-
tractor. The system was evaluated by MSFC personnel during the week
of January 29, 1980. Some non-operational difficulties were noted during
the system checkout; however, satisfactory adjustments, arrangements,
evaluations and repairs had been accomplished at the hospital by March
18, 1980, at which time the system was deemed acceptable to the Depart-
ment of Energy.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT INFORMATION
A. General Information
Owner /Builder:
David C. Wilson Neuropsychiatric
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
Contractor:
Owen and Mayes. Inc.
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
Operational Date:
March 18, 1980
Building:
Type	 - Hospital
Area	 - ?. 218 sq. ft.
Location - Charlottesville. Virginia
B. Meteorological Data
Latitude	 380N
Climate Data	 Winter	 Summer
Average Temperature ( OF) - 40 0	- 680
Average Insolation (Ly/d) - 200 	 - 450
Degree Days (heating) 	 - 4166
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INTRODUCTION
David C. Wilson Neuropsychiatric Hospital is a fifty bed private psychia-
tric facility located in Charlottesville, Virginia. In 1976 the hospital
made application to the Department of Energy for a Solar Energy Grant
and was the recipient of one of ninety grants awarded in the nation in 1977.
The combined space heating and domestic hot water preheat system is
designed to provide 67 percent of the heating requirements and supply
71 percent of the heat for the DHW at the hospital.
The original specifications called for 101 solar collectors with two (2)
five and one-half tun dual source heat pumps. The designers of the system
were unable to locate a manufacturer that could fabricate the heat pumps
and reduced the number of collectors to eighty-eight along with the water
storage tank from five thousand gallons to three thousand gallons. It was
then determined that the existing roof had to completely be replaced,
however, the solar system support structure was designed to fit very
close to the roof and would, therefore, prohibit access to the roof once
the solar collectors and support structures were mounted. The height
of the needed "built up roof" had to be graded and pitched to allow proper
drainage of water from the roof but still fit beneath the solar framing that
was now in place. The alternate problem was to avoid penetration of the
new roof's membrane by the solar contractors during and after the construc-
tion of the roof. The final solution called for the simultaneous construction
of the roof and solar project in fifteen foot sections. The work was tedious
and the hospital experienced major leakage from the roof during the course
of construction.
The project was completed and tested on December 8, 1979, with final
inspection by a team of experts from the Department of Energy during
January, 1980. The system has been operational since December, 1979,
and no major problems with the roof or solar system has been encountered.
The hospital's experience in this matter would indicate that design features
include an assessment of existing •• oof structures with a statement from the
architects on the impact of a Solar System on existing roof structures along
with additional long range planning that permits repair and/or replacement
of roofing structures. In all probability, the current Solar System will
have to be partially or totally dismantled when the useful life of the roof
expires in fifteen to twenty years.
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The solar collector system is comprir.ed of 88 single glazed, Sunworks
'Solector' solar collectors. The collectors are mounted on the roof
in a sawtooth arrangement facing due south inclined at an angle of 530.
They are arranged in 12 rows with 8 collectors in 8 rows and 4 collectors
in 4 rows. Each row is piped in parallel, reverse return flow. All
rows are sloped to the center line of the roof so that they drain back to
the storage tank when the circulation pump stops. The collectors in
the individual rows are connected ith copper pipe couplings and are
referred to as internally manifolded solar collectors.
The system utilizes inhibitors in the solar loop water to reduce corrosion
problems. The domestic hot water preheating section of the system is
protected by a double wall heat exchanger.
The drain back feature of the solar system is accomplished in part by
the combination air vent/vacuum breaker assembly. This component
is shown in detail on Sheet M-2 of the system drawings.
Flow control of solar collector circulating fluid is performed by the
Hell & Gossett circuit setter devices. There is one circuit setter per
row and it is located in the return pipe. The flow controller is an instru-
ment that meters system working pressure as a function of flow in gallons,
per minute. The contractor has provided the differential pressure meter.
In the eight 8 collector rows there will be a flow of 4 gallons per minute
per row. The four b collector rows will have a flow rate of 3 gallons per
minute each. The contractor has adjusted the circuit setters for correct
flow, but periodic checks should be part of system maintenance procedures.
The branch supply pipe to each solar collector row has a gate valve for
collector row isolation. If a solar collector should have to be replaced,
the solar system must first be in the drain-down mode.
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SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, TEST ANTI MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
I. SOLAR COLLECTORS
The solar collector system is comprised of 88 single glazed, Sunworhs
'Solector' solar collectors. They are arranged 12 rows with 8 collectors in
8 rows and 6 collw,. •.ors in 4 rows. Each row is piped in parallel, reverse
return flow. All rows are sloped to the center line of the roof so that they
drain back to the storage tank when the circulation pump stops. The collectors
In the individual rows are connected with copper pipe couplings and are re-
ferred to as internally manifolded solar collectors.
The drain back feature of the solar system is accomplished in part by
the combination air vent/vacuum breaker assembly. This component is shown
in detail or. Sheet M-2 of the system drawings.
Flow control of solar collector circulating fluid is performed by the
Bell b Gossett circuit setter devices. There is one circuit setter per row
and it is located in the return pipe. The flow controller is an instrument
that meters system working pressure as a function of flow in gallons per
minute. The contractor has provided the differential pressure meter. In the
eight 8 collector rows there will be a flow cf 4 gallons per minute per row.
The four 6 collector rows will have a flo •, rate of 3 gallons per minute each.
The contractor has adjusted the circuit setters for correct flow, but periodic
chec%s should be part of system maintenance procedures. The branch supply
pipe to each solar collector row has a gate valve for collector row isolation.
If a solar collector should have to be replaced, the solar system must first
be in drain-down mode. 'gain-down can be implemented by manually switch-
ing the solar collector circulation pump to the 'Off' position. Allow 15
minutes for complete drain-down. Once drain-down has been accomplished, isolate
the collector row by closing the gate valve on the supply side and closing the
circuit setter in the return side. When these valves are closed, the solar
collector pump will be placed in the automatic position again.
Collector removal begins with the sawing of the couplings that connect
the defective collector to another. If the defective collector is on an end,
the supply or return elbows can be un-sweated. The solar collectors have
been piped together with 1" copper couplings that have no-stop. It is essen-
tial to have a no-stop coupling so that when a collector is to be installed,
the couplings can freely slide from side to side. When removing the defective
solar collector, be extremely cautious of any residual water that may drain
out of the collector. If the sun is shining, this water will be extremely
hot.
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When scheduling period maintenance checks of the solar collectors, check
the following items for proper system operation.
1. Inspect glazing of solar collectors for cracks. If a broken glazing
Is found # call the solar collector representative and arrange to
have it replaced im-edistely. Maintenance personnel should have two
replacement glazings in stock at all timew.
2. Be absolutely certair. that when all collectors are under circulation,
the gate valves and circuit setters are open and/or adjusted appro-
priately. If any water is allowed to remain in the collectors during
freezing weather, it will freeze in the collectors and cause perma-
nent damaSe to the collector components.
3. Inspect the sensors on the solar collector stubs. They should be
securely fastened and insulated. One collector sensor is currently
being used while the other is there as a spare. The splice for the
sensor leads to the control wiring.and is inside the junction box
which is located where the sensors are attached'.
4. 1'1PORTANT! It is necessary to verify collector drain back every
month. The following procedure will assure that all the water
above the ground is draining into the storage tank when the collec-
tors are in the drain mode.
1. NOTE: Do not perform this test under full sunlight con-
ditions or when the ambient air temperature is below 40'F.
Late afternoon is a preferable time.
2. The collector pump should not be running when this test is
started. If the pump is running, then there is too much
6unlight to begin the test. Wait until the collectors stop
circulating entirely while the 11OA Switch is in the AUTO
;node, When the collectors have stopped circulating, which
should be in the late afternoon, turn the 1t0A Switch to
the OFF position. After placing the switch in the OFF posi-
tion, note the time and observe the vacuum breaker that is
several. inches from the discharge side flange of the pump.
The breaker should be down. Next, place the IIOA Switch in
the lU1ND position. The collector pump will start and fill
the collector system. Allow 10 minutes for collector circulation,
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place the HOA switch in the OFF position. Stand in close
proximity to the previously mentioned vacuum breaker and
wait for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes. the vacuum breaker
will drop. The vacuum breaker cap in removable and should
be taken off to facilitate observation. The 15 minute
Interval indicates: that the system is draining as designed.
If the drain interval increases by 3 or k minutes or pore,
then pipe corrosion could be present. It is very impor-
tant that the solar storage water be monitored for the
proper mixture ratio of corrosion inhibitor and for proper
ph level. These checks should oe done at least twice a
yiar and can be done by maintenance personnel or by a water
treatment company.
5.	 When the solar system begins to fill, the vacuum Lreakers will
shut and a hissing sound can be heard from the air vent. In a few
seconds the air vent will stop its noise. You can observe a stream
of water by depressing the plunger in the top of the air vent. This
test assures that the air vent is functioning properly.
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11. P". S
y	 There are 5 pu=mps in the solar system. Their individual function and
specifications are as follows:
Solar Collector Circulation/Pump P-3
Bell b Gossett 2" A
44 GPM @ 50' TD11 1-1/2 HP
Solar Water to Heat Exchanger/Pump P-2
Bell 6 Gossett 1" AA
6 GPM @ 20' TDH 1/4 HP
Domestic Water to Heat Exchanger/Pump P-1
Bell 6 Gossett 1" AA
13 GPM @ 25' TO 1/4 HP
Hydronic Coil Pump/York Unit/Pump P-4
Goulds 3642 1"
15 GPM @ 20' TDH 1/3 HP
Hydronic Coil Pump/Trane Unit/Pump P-5
Goulds 3642 1"
15 GPM @ IS' TDH 1/3  lIP
All pumps have foot valves at the end of their suction lines. This is
to assure that there will always be prime in the pumps. 'As added protection
to prevent pump damage from loss of prime, all pump circulating lines in
the mechanical room have flow switches. There are 3 flow switches and each
has a 20 second time delay. If the pump starts and the circulation lines
are dry, the pump starter circuit is interrupted after 20 seconds of no flow
conditions. Mhen the flow switch discontinues pump operation, a signal will
be heard in the nurses station. Loss of pump prime can be traced to leaks
in the piping or the failure of a foot valve in the tank. See the separate
enclosed procedure for restoring }.p ump prime.
There is a procedure to be followed for returning the pumps to their
normal operational mode afterthe flow switch has shut them down. After prime
hq been restored, turn the pump starter to the 1 1ANT1 mode and allow it CO
>r a few seconds. After circulation is established, rotate the HOA
t to the AUTO mode. The pump will now cycle automatically.
'he strainers on the pump suction lines should be removed and cleaned
*t of the general maintenance procedures.
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Mack. all mechanical seals on pumps for leaks where the circulation
systems are off. Alsr, check the motor and impeller shaft bearings by feel
for overheating'. An ammeter should be placed on the pump motor as a test
when the motor housing fools hot. Any abnormal noise from the pump indicates
a potential problem.
Please refer to the enclosed pump brochures for technical information.
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RESTORING PUMP PRIME
The following procedure explains how to prime pump lines. There are
4 pumps that have their suction lines in the solar tank. They are:
1. Solar collector circulation.
2. Solar water supply to the heat exchanger.
3. Solar water supply to the 2 hydronic coils - 2 pumps.
The 2 pumps for the hydronic coils operat .^ ii-dependently of each
other. However, they pull their water throul ',-, .ommon suction header that
branches once it enters the mechanical room. I" this arrangement there is
a single flow switch on the cocoon suction header.	 If either of the pumps
experience no flow conditions, the flow switch will discontinue the opera-
tion of both of them.
All three pump suction lines have foot valves at their termination
point in the solar tank. Continuous ltss of prime could be traced to a
faulty foot valve. Check the plumbing in the mechanical room for leaks
when investigating the causes of lo ps of prime.
When a flow switch discontinues pump operation, a signal in the nurses
station will sound. The pump that has lost prime can be identified on the
cover of the control box. If all pumps are in the automatic mode, then the
running light for the appropriate pump will indicate which pump should have
been running. The priming procedure begins as follows:
TYPICAL PUMP SCHEMATIC
HA
To Solar
Collectors
C-
BV-1
	
	
BV- 2
Collector Pump
Foot
BY -Ball valve
	 Valve
HB -Hose bibb
	 in Tank
1. Attach the garden hose in the mechanical room to the cold water
hose bibb. Pinch the end of hose by bending it and turn on the
water. Allow some water to flow so as to remove any air from the
garden hose. Close the hose bibb on the puma, piping and attach
the garden hose to the hose bibb.
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2. Be sure that BV 1 and BV 2 are shut. Nexte open the valve on the
,J	 hose bibb. After several seconds, close the hose b1bb valve. Next,
open BV 2. The water behind BV 2 will fill the pump. At this point,
the air in the pump and the suction line will migrate to the upper
part of.tho pump impeller case. On the upper part of thv impeller
case there is a hex nut. Back the nut away from the pump until
there is a steady stream of water. Tighten the nut and open BV 1.
The pump should be primed and the piping from the foot valve to
the discharge side of the pump should be free from air.
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III. STORAGE
The storage for the Lysteu is a 3.000 gallon phenolic. epoxy lined tank.
../
	
The tank exterior is sprayed with 4" of polyurethane foam and the foam is
sealed with 40 mils of butyl rubber. The appropriate fill level is approx-
imately V-12" from the bottom of the manhole. The level of the tank is moni-
tored by an automatic level indicator. If the tank level falls below a preset
level, the switch will activate an audio alarm located in the nurses station.
The tank will have to be manually filled if make up mater is required. Drain-
ing of the tank will be done by inserting a sump pump into the tank.
The storage water has been treated with a 1% solution of Sun Safe corro-
sion inhibitor. The ph level of the storage should be checked at least twice
a year.
Located inside the concrete manhole is an aquastat and sensing bulb.
Care must be taken wY-en removing the bolted manhole lid so as to not disturb
the sensing bulb capillary tube. The aquastat has a rain shield over it, but
do not leave the vented manhole cover off for any extended period of time.
Do hot park any vehicles over the storage tank. Excessive loading will
cause compaction of the polyurethane foam.
IV. DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTUM
The solar preheat domestic hot water system has 2 main components. One
of these components is the Doucette double wall heat exchanger. It is sus-
pended from the ceiling of the mechanical room and is encapsulated with 4"
of polyurethane foam. The flow rates through the heat exchanger are as follows:
Solar Side - 6 GPM
Domestic Side - 13 GPM
The design of this heat exchanger is st-0i that if a wall failure occurs
on either the solar or potable side, the heat exchanger will drip at its vented
end. If fluid is dripping from the heat exchanger, check all unions first.
If the leaking does not cease, then turn the 2 domestic hot water system Trumps
off and immediately close all valves that allow domestic water to enter and
leave the preheat tank. There is a third valve that will be opened so that
normal domestic hot water production can resume. Refer to drawing 11-2 for
-	
correct valve identification when this procedure is necessary.
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The domestic hot water preheat tank is a 300 gallon galvanized tank.
It is coated with 4" of polyurethane foam insulation. If the preheat tar.
must be drained, be certain that the floor drain is clear of all objects.
Perioaically, inspect the sensor located at the stub far inlet Ovate:
to the heat exchanger. It should be firmly attached and insulated.
I
V. NYDRONIC COILS
'
	
	
There are two hydronic coils that provide supplementary heat to the
dry room and to a zone that includes offices and meeting rooms. Neat in
the day room is circulated by a fan inside the Trine rooftop unit. The
other zone has its hear; circulated by a fan inside the York rooftop unit.
The enclosed hydronic coil sketch illustrates a detail that is applicable
to both the York and Trine units. Both hydronic coils are Aerofin type
'CN' models. The coils are designed to circulate nt 15 gallons per minute.
Proper flow rates through the coils have been established by the engineer
and contractor.
Periodic maintenance procedures should include the inspection of the
filters in the return air ducts of these two coils. Frequent filter re-
placement will assure that the fan motor will not work at a static pressure
in excess of its capacity.
VI. CONTROLS
The solar systen controls are explained in the enclosed control system
narrative. A control sequence is also enclosed. Any verifications of sys-
tem performance should be done as instructed in the enclosed descriptions.
VII. GENERAL CW211ENTS
A check list of possible problem areas is enclosed. Please refer to
this list as a m::thod of determining the origination of a problem.
The enclosed brochures will assist you in nnsc:ering tc-chnical questions.
If this instruction manual and its enclosures are insufficienr in solving
any proZlens with the solar system,, contact the engineer immediately.
Solar Collector Representative:
Bryant Barnes
Energy Systems, Inc.
17x
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David C. Nilson Neuropsyrchiatric Hospital
Department of Maintenance and Housekeeping
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR SOLAR SYSTEM
The solar hot water and heat system has 88 single Sunworks "Solectors"
solar collectors located on the roof. Also, there are five (5) pumps to the
solar system located in the mechanical room off the service entrance, a 3,000
gallon storage tank located outside the service entrance in the ground, a Domestic
hot water system located in the mechanical room and two Hydronic coils that pro-
vide supplementary heat located in duct work in the ceiling.
a
Proventative maintenance checks on the solar system will be done by David
C. Wilson Hospital maintenance personnel and provide the following preventive
maintenance checks on the equipment:
1. Check solar collectors for leaks or cracks.
2. Check gate valves and circuits setters.
3. Check solar collectors stubs.
4. Check solar collector drain back system.
5. Check solar system vaccum breakers.
6. Check pumps for overheating and leaks, also check and clean all strainers
on the pump suction lines.
7. Check Domestic hot water system for sensor security, leaks, and insulation.
8. Check Hydronic heat coils in each unit. Clean each filter and exchange
as needed.
9. Check storage tank for proper water level, proper Ph level, and proper
solution mixture of corrosion inhibitor if water is added.
Upon completion of the monthly and biannual preventiv3 maintenance checks,
entry should be made in the preventive maintenance lob bojk to show that this
work has been done.
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David C. Wilson Neuropsychiatric Hospital Department of Maintenance and Houa
Preventive Maintenance schedule for the Solar System and log sheets
ITEM J F N A M J J A S O N D
Solar Collectors
Gate Valves and Circuit Setters
Solar Collectors Stubs
Collector Drain Back System
Solar System Vaccum Breakers
Pumps (5)
Domestic Hot Water System
Storage Tank X X X X KX X X '`^('
Hydronic Coils
The symbols represents a month where the specified preventive maintenance checks
are not required. When the required preventive maintenance checks are completed,
the Director of Maintenance and Housekeeping should initial the open box above.
19
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1401y to Alm a FA33 (80-92)
	 March 18, 1980
MEM0RANDUM FOR RECORD
FROM:	 FA33 /Charles L. Greer
SUBJECT: Solar System Operational Checkout at David Wilson
Checkout of the subject solar system at the David Wilson
Psychiatric Hospital at Charlottesville, Virginia, was
conducted during the period of January 29 through Fobruary 1,
1980. In addition to verifying the solar system performance
characteristics, the hiSFC Team also used, for the first time
as a site evaluation tool, an ultrasonic flowmeter recently
purchased for the Site Equipment and Assessment Group. The
new portable flowmeter worked extremely well. It is virtually
indispensable in the checkout of a noninstrumented site such
as the Wilson Hospital.
The operational checkout of the solar system was condlrctod
using the Acceptance Test Plan furnished by Owons and N I:i\ e s
(site consulting engineers) as a guide. Previous
discussions had resulted in modifications to the conLrols
test procedure originally submttted by Owens and Mayes. (Both
submittals are attached.)
On-s4 to s ysterr,	 -iise,is -, .ons wi*h the Granrea -eprc -
sentative and the consulting engineer were conducted to vorify
system operational statements made in the acceptance Test Plan
design, installation and checkout backup material. In addi-
tion to the discussions, certain flow measurements, electrical
data and temperatures were recorded to provide additional
supporting evidence that the sy,"am was functionally ace•.eptahle,.
(Recorded information is attached to this Vemnranclum Cut • Record.)
General workmanship of the site solar sy r,", m %t;is good; ho-x vet•,
sot,tl
 problems requiring corrective ")r;tinrl	 .iir^tifie;ttio11
here noted in the solar collector plates, tht-	 11• col tc,c•tor
internal tubing- to - headet• Connections, t'1.- so 1 ar col l ec t C) I-
ficId hipin„ in ^u [ atioil, the solar-to-do — , ic; hot ^A L	 r • 110ill
enchanger prerlreted flow rata and the t!r:1 ire-down F. ir1"Ie :ai 1ur•t•
point .	 The total I ist of open i tams is at ti c•hr,l.
A number of the solar c o l- 1 aetov pl at o.-; v.:'rt- 11 ;11 • pod tee 5trc '11 an
c!xt cnt that thek	 t,1uc:1l jl1g the cnl 1 c!c t nr	 1 ?,i n-.	 The
y
{
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collectors were not leaking and none of the glazing had been
damaged; however, for long term customer satisfaction, the
items should be replaced or repaired by the manufacturer.
Numerous internal collector-to-header connections had been -°
overfluxed and/or not cleaned properly after soldering with
the resultant potential of leaks occurring at the corrosion
points.
	
This is a warrantee item and the problem should be
adjusted appropriately by the manufacturer.
The insulation discrepancies were relatively minor consistinge M
of uninsulated vent valves, some stub pines at the collector {,;
row ends not covered, split areas where the insulation glue
joints had failed and exposed raw ends of insulation which
should have been covered with appropriate paint or other
sealant. 3
The single failure point problem will be obviated to the extent .:
practical by a periodic drain-down timing test to be covered in
the maintenance requirements in the final report.	 The single
point failure item within the installed piping of the solar
collector loop was discovered during the acceptance test. 	 The
contractor installed	 b	 des ign, a buried cross-feed connee-Y	 B ••
ticn between the feeder and return piping to the collector *
array to insure drain down when the pumps ar ? off.	 There is
a valve in this line which is about one-half closed torevent'^_p
short cirbuiting of the collector fluid. 	 If this valve should
..
ever clog, the system will not drain. A method for testing the
operation of the drain down was worked out during a system °.
evaluation session.	 It was agreed that the periodic checkout
measure would be included in the Final Report maintenance
s ction..;
As the data indir p tesit was cold during the acceptance test.•- ;.
ing at Charlottesville with the complications of a 3-inch
sno%vfall; however, the sun shown brightly and after the DOE
test crew assi :^ sted the sun in removing the snow from the
collectors, the system operated in the automatic mode.
The food preparation personnel at the hospital were enthu-
siastic about the solar hot water system. One individual
stated that they had not run short of hot water since the
solar system had become operational.
The contractor and Grantee's representative were cooperative
in the conduction of the tests and the resulting dicussions
concerning the corrective actions to closeout the open Items.
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As of the date of this Memorandum For Record, the solar system
at the David Wilson Hospital is considered acceptable to the
Department of Energy since the open items list requirements
have either been met, acceptable justification provided for
existing conditions or effort initiated to obtain replacement
and/or repair of items under warrantee. The warrantee items
are presently functional but the difficulties represent poten-
tial problems which should be rectified by the manufacturer.
Charles Greer
Project Manager
Commercial Demonstration Office
Solar Energy Applications Projects
Concurrence:--- Q •ZS' a0
.. H. rown,r	 Dale.
ALI- 	 _ 0;- o
R. G. Toelle	 Date
4 -`nelosurc..5:
1. Acceptance Test Plain
2. 11odified Controls Test Procedure
3. Data Sheet
4. Acceptance Test Summary
cc:
FA01/Mr. Swearingen w/o encl.
FA3?/hlr. B r.00ksbank w/o encl.
FA33/Messrs. .Myers, Brown, Toelle
FA33/Record, Poading f i Los
YA33/ClCreor: jsn:320;4
Itowri tten : C' 1C rt^er/1!L`.lyc-^rs : ,jsn : 3/25/80
Note: (Inserted 13 January 1981):
Collector problems (Leakage and plate warpage) were corrected by
the manufacturer to the satisfaction of the site owner in
November 1980.
•
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OWE X&
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
8003.A TIMORPLAVC Ito
L1\CII8VRC,VA. 24302
JOHN M. OWEN P.C.	 M2394= K&IM M. M14vas P.E.
September 25, 1979
Mr. Dan Henry, FA 33
NASA — Solar Energy Group
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Dear Dan:
Please find enclosed the Acceptance Test Plan for the
David C. Wilson Hospital Solar Retrofit Project. I followed
the format of a set of guidelines you save ui awhile back.
I hope it is in ordor and if you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to call. Also, the project is proceeding
very well. I am optimistic that it , will be ready for the
upcoming heating season.
Sincerely,
Owen & Mayes, Inc.
Ernest W. Wilder
LIN: p t
Enclosures
cc: Bryan Lett
David C. Wilson Hospital
PROFESSIONAL SERIF ICES: NIECIJANICALL ' ELECTRICAL, HVAC,:rt,U^j g i.N C, SAFETY, SOLAR
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
DAVID C. WILSON HOSPITAL SOLAR P.BTROFIT
1. CONTROLS TEST
This test will demonstrate the various control functions of the systect
in both the automatic and manual modes. The control systems to be tested
are:
1. Solar collector system
2. Domestic hot water system
3. Hydronic coil for the Trane rooftop unit
4. Hydronic coil for the York rooftop unit
The solar collector system test will demonstrate that the collectors
will fill and drain according to the specified degre q r,-nga of the diff-
erential controller. The test will be conducted on a -Lear day. A peraa-
nently mo.mted thermometer on the solar collector circtlation pump will be
monitored. A similar temperature monitoring device will be located at the
point where the solar collector differential controller sensor is located.
V.-hen the system starts, the temperatures at the 2 points will be noted. A
correct temperature differential for starting will be 6°F. A temperature
monitoring device will be located in the lower part of the tank and at the
approximate 'Location of the other solar differential controller sensor.
I:nen the system stops, the tank temperature and solar collector recr erature
will be noted. The differential controller is adjustable across a 20°F
rare, which means that this controller has a 6°F on/off differential an_`
czn be adjusted to a maximum on/off of 20°F on and 14°F off or to a mini-
num of 6°F on and 0°F off. The adjustment of the controller will depend
on several considerations which will include temperature inside the tank
and cycling time of the solar collectors.
The domestic hot water system is controlled by a diffe :ancial con-
' troller with the same adjustments as the solar controller. The tank sen-
sor is at the top of solar storage and the other is at a stub located at
the b asl of the 300 gallon preheat tank. Both locations w^I1 be counted
for temperature when pumps on both sides of the heat exchanger start and
stop.
The hydronic coils supply heat to 2 heating zones inside 'the hospital.
lne coils will receive solar hated water when their respective thereto-
st p cs call for first stale heat. A sequence of operation is enclosed for
the hydronic coils beneath the. York and Trane units. The tests for pro-)-Ir
o?eration ;A11. be conducted during the heating season. -ihe two -st y;_-_ hc'• .-L-
1'?' ti i i_.0 itdt for	 .Ori: uiliL Will ue Serpi ?i1000I 	?t2'.l'l iy Z C :?SS^ ^..'1=
the electrical heatingeler _nts in the rooftop uiiit cnergi-e .:hen the roa n
tec').2ro ture cannot be Mzintained by the solar hydronic coil. Thi , is ac-
r:a,?lished by roving the thermostat to n temp ratur:^ in excess of il:e c' -
sired rood temperature. 	 ,
s _^	 mod._ ...	 _
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2. PRESSURE KLF. VALVES
The system has one pressure relief valve that is located on top of the
domestic water storage tank. After filling and pressurization, the relief
valve will be opened by hand. A properly operating presau ,6e relief valve
will allow water and air to pass through its venting orifice.
3. LEAK TEST
As part of the construction procedures, all fluid handling lines will be
pressure tested prior to their filling. The lines will be plugged and pres-
surized at 1^ times their design working pressure but not less than 100
psi. After a period of 4 hours the pressure gauges will be checked for any
losses in pressure.
4. WATER TREATMENT
The solar system storage water will have an anti-fungal and antibacteri-
al chemical added to it at the time of the acceptance test plan. The additive
will be a 1% solution of Drew Card 100 or an accepted equal. The Ph level
of the storage will be checked for neutrality.
5. BACKFLOW PREVENTION
A reduced pressure principle backflow preventer is required at the cold
water line that services the solar system. The procedure for testing the
device is outlined in detail in the enclosed manufacturer ' s brochure. The
Watts brochure describes how their metering device measures pressure in the
three zones of the backf low preventer.
6. DRAINING AND FILLING SYSTEM
The freeze testing procedure for the solar collectors is an integral
part of the control test noted in Section 1. The thermistor at the solar
collectors senses the return water temperature and allows the differential
controller to compare this temperature with the temperature at storage. If
the collector surface temperature is less than storage, the differential
controller will not circulat the system. Collector system freeze-up is
prevented by this control sy:.tem.
The initial filling of the system will begin with the storage tank.
The tank will be filled to level ,just below the manhole. The circulation
pumps are mounted at a level above the storage tank and will have to have
their discharge lines opened and filled. Foot valves at the end of the
suction lines will allow the water to remain in the pipes. At this point,
the circulation pumps will be primed and ready to turn on. After the pumps
have circulated, vents at certain locations in the system will be observed
to assure that all air has been purged from the circulation systems. The
level of the solar storage tank will be monitored while all circulation
systems are running. A verification of the location of the low level de-
vice will be made at this time.
The draining procedure for the various parts of the system begins with
the isolation of the system components. The 300 gallon preheat tank requires
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the closing of 3 gate valves and the opening of the drain cock at its base.
The water will drain to the floor drain in the mechanical room.
The enclosed sketch depicts how the hydronic coils will be drained.
The coil can be isolated with gate valves and the drain opened at the low
point of the coil.
Each solar collector row can be isolated with a gate valve. The col-
lectors will be in the drain down mode when it becomes necessary to replace
a collector.
When the solar storage tank has to be drained, a sump pump will be
lowered through the manhole and the storage water will be pumped to the
nearest storm drain.
7. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Temperature measurement is accomplished with permanently mounted gauges
and thermistors at the remote points. These are located at the inlet and
outlet of the heat exchanger and hydronic coils, and at upper and lower lo-
cations in the domestic water storage tnak. The solar collectors will have
remote thermistors for flow balancing.
8. PUMP PRESSURE HEAD
Adequate pump pressure head is determined by the readings of the pres-
sure gauges on each side of each pump. The pressure gauge will be monitored
when the system is balanced for proper flow and temperature differentials.
9. COLLECTOR FLOW
The correct flow through the solar collectors will be established
through the use of the Bell b Gossett Circuit Setters and the measurements
of the temperature differential across the collector rows. The circuit
setter can be monitored with the manufacturer's meter. It will indicate
a differential pressure which can be recalculated to determine the flow
rate in the pipe.
10. COLLECTOR FLOW PRESSURE DROP
Collector flow pressure drop will be tested by the use of a pressure
gauge on the discharge side of the circulation pump and a pressure gauge on
the main return leaving the solar collectors.
11. SYSTEM OPERATION IN ALL MODES
The demonstration of the entire system in all modes of operation is re-
lated to the testing of the control functions in Section I.
12. PUMPS AND FANS
The various fans and pimps will be monitored with an amperage meter.
This will verify whether the specified equipment is performing within the
design conditions. The amperage loads will be checked i.gainst the manufac-
turer's specifications. The test procedure for the pumps is as follows:
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1. Pump designation
2. Mfgr. b model
3. Size
4. Type drive
5. Motor H.P., volts, cycles, phase b F.L. amps
B. Design Conditions
1. GPM
2. Head
3. RPM
4. BHP
C. Field Tests
1. Discharge pressure (full flow and no flow)
2. Suction pressure (full flow and no flow)
3. Operating head
4. No load amps
5. Full flow amps
6. No flow amps
7. Calculated BHP
The demonstration procedure for the hydronic coils and fans will
follow the following outline:
A. Hydronic coil
1. Coil designation (Trane unit or York unit)-
2. Size and type
3. Face velocity, FPM
4. Entering and leaving water temperature, deg. F.
5. Entering and leaving, air temperature, deg. F.
6. Pressure drop, feet of water
7. Pressure drop, air, in. WC.
In order to assure proper air distribution in the ducts, the fol-
lowing procedural outline will be used for the Trane and York units.
A. Fan name plate data
1. Unit designation
2. Manufacturer and model
3. Size
4. Motor, horsepower, volts, phase, cycles, full load amps
B. Design conditions
1. CFM
2. Static pressure, inches of water
3. CFM outside air at minimum outside air
4. Inlet, outlet and outdoor air, dry and wet bulb temperatures,
degrees F.
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C. Field test results
1. CF:!
2. Suction and discharge static pressure
., inches of water
3. Fan RPM
4. Fan motor operating amps
13. VERIFICATION OF HEAT COLLECTION PERFORHANCE
The verification of heat collection performance will begin with the
monitoring of a heliopyranometer. The heliopyranometer will be located
at the collector site and will be checked every 15 minutes. At every peri-
od of monitoring, the inlet and outlet temperature of the solar collectors
will be noted. The test will be conducted during a clear day and while
the system is under load conditions.
When the data is gathered, the heliopyranometer readings and the col-
lector inlet/outlet tecperatures will be combined to determine a collector
performance curve. The curve will be compared with the collector •sanu-
facturer's curve. The solar collector performance formula ti-ta will
^I
be used to ascertain performance data.
14. VERIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
Throughout the process of construction, there have been regular visits
by the engineer to verify that construction has proceeded as specified.
C
t
r
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CO:;TROL SE2UEM. CE FOR YORK UNIT
1. Room thermostat calls for heat - room temperature less than 70°F - let
stage heat activated.
2. 1st stage heat energizes existing fan relay and pump motor relay which
starts fart and pump simultaneously.
3. If solar storage tank temperature is 90'F or greater, aquastat contacts to
pump motor close.
4. Fan circulates return air through Aerofin hydronic coil - pump circulating
water from solar storage tank.
S. If room temperature falls below 68°F, electric heater is activated. Electric
heater is a 32 KW, 8 step unit. The number of steps activated is dependent
upon return air temperature. (See enclosed original drawing schematic).
New 2-stage heating 6 cooling thermostat interfaces hydronic coil operation
with existing roof-top unit.
ti
CONTROL SEQUENCE FOR TRANE UNIT
1. Room thermostat calls for heat - room temperature less than 70 • F - single stage
heat thermostat activated.
2. Realy R1 closes, pump relay contacts R1.
3. If solar storage tank temperature is 90°F or greater, aquastat contacts to
pump motor close. Pump circulates solar storage tank water.
4. When pump is running relay R2 closes relay contacts R2 to fan starter.
Fan circulates return air through Aerofin hydronic coil.
S. New heating and cooling thermostat allows 4.C. un:::. evapora..or fan to
function for heating and cooling. Separate existing room heat
thermostat controls operation of existing hydronic wall fin tube units.
These units will be active when room temoerature falls to 68°F.
NOTE: Both control systems have -HOA switches and running time meters with
running lights.
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SPECIFICATIONS
The name
Thal protects
Y_4HL name
10^ ^ ru,"J"	 tats eL ^^T - ^/9TT
..TK.0 Backflow Preventer Test Kit
' W
 Operating & Field rest Procedure
Foe%
H
,e
r'
,t
F
The Watts Model No. TK•9 Backflow Preventer Test Kit
is a compact portable testing device especially made for
testing all Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow Preven-
tion Devices. The Ti(-9
 is easily connected to any RPZ
device enabling accurate testing of "zone" differential
pressure, relief valve opening differential, fouled check
valves or similar prehlems that visual inspections cannot
t ;,ate. Tha unit is encased in a rugged carrying case
for easy handling and accessibility.
• Maximum working pressure — 500 psi.
• Maximum working temperature — 2100F.
• Gauge — 0-15 psid with ±2% accuracy, full scale.
• Noses — (3) 3' with %:' female threaded couplers.
• Adapters — (3) We threaded adapters(3) %i' bushings
(3) 3 " bushings
• 1 — 16" securing strap.
• 1 — moisture resistant instruction guid4,
• Case — shock resistant molded plastic with special
diced foam insert that enables multiple compartment
combinations for tools, accessories or similar items.
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TEST DATA
CL	 p,	 00	 en
vg	 3 ^
	
q	 Wednesday. January 30, 1980
	
a.^	 o.^ c
	
w	 Solar taker: about 10:00 a. m.
	
d0 °gym a	 u Insolation between 9 a. m. and 5 p.m. was
50	 9:20	 425 BTU/sq. ft. total
300 68.5 66 60 46.6 2 : 12	 NOTE: System did operate automatically
300
 69 . 0 62 60 46.9 2 : 17 47	 from 1c45 to 1:57, outside temp. 320.
30o
 69.1 63 63 47.1 2 : 21 211	 System required about 15 minutes to drain
300
 69.3 6.3 50 47.1 2 : 25	 down.
P-1 (Heat exchanger to preheat tank) 8.24 GPM (4.9 at 120v - rates 4.9 amps
P-2 (Solar to heat exchanger) 	 8.5 GPM (4.5 amps at 120v-rates 4.9 amps
Heating coil pumps P4-P5 ( simutaneously) common inlet 12.9-13. 12 GPM
F -_
P-4 - Flow: 13.87-14.09 GPM
P-5 - Flow: 13.84 - 14. 15 GPM
7.4 amps run (rating 6.8-8.4)
27 amp start
6.7 amps run (rating 6.8-8.4)
27 amp start
After snow was removed from collectors on Thursday, January 31, 1980, the
system came on automatically at 10 : 55 a. m.
Friday, February 1, 1980
Automatic operation
o
C .S
U
^+
00 00 0000 o'D
9:30 78 0 680 65 0 800 700
10:30 82 0 620 700 85 0 730
11:10 900 720 79 0 91 0 810
2:30 1100 79 0 900 112 950
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Operational Checkout of Solar
psychiatric Hospital Charlottesville, Virginia was completed on January
31, 1980.
Test Participants:
Bryan Lett - Hospital Administration
John Owens
Ernest Wilder
Will Davies
Derartment of Energy (MSFC):
Ron Toelle
W. T. Powers
Joe Brown
Charles Greer
Owens and Mayes
Consulting Engineers
Solar Engineer
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DOX I28It, UNIVERSITY STATION
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR uss
OF DIFFEROTIAL
ADJUSTY:01T CONTROL
The Differential AdJuatmeot Control is a small component centrally located on the
circuit board of the T0.3 (ampa»tor. A slotted head plastic screw on this control
permits easy scredriver adjustment of the Turn-on and Turn-off Differentials in
the unit. (See attached instructions for mesning of "Tarn-on" and "Turn-off"
differentials.) Access to the control is C.sined by removal of the cover of the TC-3.
When the control is varied from stop to stop in a clockwise direction, the Turn-or
Differential varies from 0 Fahrenheit degrees to 20 Fahrenheit dogrecs (plus).
The Tarn-off Differential always stays a relatively constant 5 Ft-hrenhelt Eegrers
Ic.+er ti-n the lurn-on Differe:ntio1. T!:uo, as ti)s :ern-on Dii-cre-nt;e. :z si.rled
from 0° to 20 4 the Turn-off Differential varies from -5` to 1j .
Upon shipment the Differential Adjustment Control has been been factory adjusted
to provide the standard differentials of 10 turn-on and 5° turn-off. This set-
ting may be repeated in the field by allifning the long axis of the sere%-driver
clot tovardo the small white dot on the control. 'Che screw is nearest its most
counter-clout:rise stop when properly lines up on the calibrr.tion mark.
The dii'tcrentials will not remain constant to operating temperatures monitored
by the comparator sensors vary. However the amount of variation in differentials
is Ball. The differentials cited above are for the ease when the reference
sensor (storaCe sensor) is at • nominal temperature of 1350F. As the reference
censor tc;cpe,reture drops to 100°F, the magnitude of the differentials (both
turn-on and turn-off) decreace by about 10°a for the come setting of the Diffgr-
ential Adjustment Control. As the reference sensor temperature rises to 176 F
the magnitude of the differentials increases by about 10%.
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STOWE SV:SOR
PC'(MER LY
INSTRUCTIOha
NOVEL TC-S
TWERATURE COVARATOR
KIP= ON	 .
.;XO-LA/S Nadel TC-S Temperature Comparator Controller to a differential thermostat
nded for general solar beating applications. When one of the two sensors provided with
unit rises nominally 10 F above the otherosennor, a power control relay is energised.'
, when the first sensor drops to within ; F of the ebeend senour, the control relay contacts
opened. As long as the sturn-on differential" of 10 F is exceeded, the control relay
Ins energised bolting it4 power contacts elosedl however, when the temperature difference
ed is eF or less, the relay contacts open. (The 5OF value is designated as the sturn-off
erential s . ) ?be first sensor is called the COLLECTOR aeneor *into when properly installed
onitors temperature of water in a solar collector. The second sensor Is called the STORAGE
or since it bonitore temperature of a storage sodium such as a rock bin or hot water tank.
IFICATIOi;S (standard model with no options
ATINO YOLTAUL - 105 to 125 rae, 60 Hertz.
NOL RELAY CONTACT RATIN+T 1/3rd M.P. ipductive load.
-ON DIFFEeMITIAL -10°F(t1°F^ for Storage Sensor at 135°F.
..OFF DIFFERNTIAL - 5°F 1°F for Storage
,
	at 1"uF.
OR YATCHING ACCURACY - 1 F or less at I" F.
t^UX SENSOR TWERATURE - 500°F0.	 .
_U? L• CHECK-OJT
the controller in cry position or any location which ir. :o:ivvP!.cnt, but uhich is
•r.rcd frcm the e)encata. Aesthst:ts rtne ccc •lusy '.t rur:,:.!r, VU.—C. :ca', rtt:,uli dicts:t.
%cation, since there is no restriction on length or leads to the rr.n: .3r3. CCrVectia>>n
.s circuit terminal strip inside the controller enclosure chould be n4 de sc : ^ricln;, to t:.Z 
stratioc^ below. ALL COtS1ECTI0 :iS SHOULD BE :FADE I N iCC^R	 [.BAA^E 11TH Q^:.L i: L::Ci:^1;AL C:'i.:S.
terc:inale of the barrier strip Inside the controller are color -ecdod end additionally are
,red on the bottom side of the printed circuit board.
ine COLLECTOR. SEt:;OR is connected to the RED (1) cnd (2) - e , .ir.ciis.
,lie S:CRAGE SIS4NSOR is connected to the OR£F.,N (3) and RIACK (2) tsr-:iaals.
?-out@ 117 vat into the BLUE (4) and WHITE (5) terminals,
;no load is connected to the . BLUE (4) and YELLOW (6) t:•r=tnaln.
The metal case of the controller should be grounded for safety.
the RED-BLACK terminals shorted, the control relay should be energized and contacts closed.
the G^• ►ti-BLACK terminals shorted, the control relay .hould be de-energized and contacts opa:
_up wire to the sensors may be a light gunge wire such as doorbell wire, preferably a twisted
Avoid running sensor hook-up wire parallel to power lines. Use hook -up wire which has
.11er resistant 'Insulation and make good splice connections.
CIRCUIT BOARD
.(Component Side)	 1
4 Pti	 2
Off' 
n4	 4
XfR.•-1.R	
5CONTROL RELA Y,
6
COLLE^,TOP. S:-:;SAC--
DAVID C. WILSON HOSPITAL SOLAR RETROFIT
DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturing$
Deko-Labs
Mr. Poo Dskold
Route 4 Box 256
Calossville Florida 32601
Phones (9045 372-6009
Ordering Saecificatioost
2 TC-3 Differential Controllers
No Enclosure for each
3 Precision Sensor Pairs
On-Off Light for each
76 F Internal temperature differential adjustable over a 20'F degree
range - custom differentials for each
Use 18 AWC sensor wires twisted pairs in a shielded cable for all sensor
connections. Cable used should be Belden or an approved equal. The 3 pair
of precision sensors are located as follows:
1. Domestic hot water 300 gal. tank. One sensor at union located
at base of tank. This is the suction line to the pump for the
heat exchanger. Mount the sensor in a heat transfer mastic
such as "Chemax" or "Thermon" or an approved equal. Mount
sensor as close to tank exterior as possible. When insulating
pipe, insulate directly over sensor. (See enclosed-sketch).
2. The other 2 precision pairs will be mounted on the solar col-
lectors. One pair will be operational. The other sensor will
be mounted but the leads will be left bare in the control box
for future connection in the event the primary sensor fails.
(See enclosed sketch).
All pump motor starters will have HOA switches. 'The pumps to the
hydronic coils will have running time meters and on/off lights in the con-
trol box.
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APPENDIX A
MANUF'ACTURE'S LITERATURE
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The 3'x 7' liquid cooled SoleCtor safer energy collector, with
Internal manifolding and side, side back or sidefend connections
albws for a multi-panel array to be coupled in parallel & parallel
series before returning to the main supply or return branch. This
results In lower field connections and lower piping accessories
while retaining a high Installed net to gross ratio, approximately
88 percent. The Internal manifold liquid cooled Solector is avail,
able with connection locations that allow sidd •byside mounting for
parallel flow or enbtoend munting for series flow. This Solector
eonliguralion responds to the specific design requirements of
solar collector arrays for commercial, Industrial, and Institutional
building types by maximizing the amount of collectors able to be
placed onto the structure while minimizing the installed cast,
FEATURES AND CONSTRUCTION:
Cover. Single glazing: loiron (A.S G.). K in. (.32 cm) tempered,
edges swiped, Double glazing: lo-Iron (A.S.G.), 24 inch 1.32 cm)
tempered, with weep holes. Total transmissivity: Single glazing,
89.1%; Double glazing, 79.3%. (A-SG. 1V or f,•' no iron also
available.)
Absorber Container. Sides, aluminum extrusion; rear aluminum
sheet .032 inches (.058 cm) thickness, pop rivet in place.
Air Space Between Cover and Absorber. Approximately 3A to 1
inch depending upon glazing type.
Gaskeling Material: EPDM "U" gasket for glazing. closed cell
elastomer, compressible high temperalure silicone coal for ab
sorber sheet.
Weatherproofing: This module can be placed out in the weather
without need for further weatherproofing.
Finish on Aluminum Sides of Container. St. lard mill finish,
anodized cfear or baked black enamel (available at a "ra cost).
Dimensions of Surf sea .
 Mounted Modu!rOutsidedimensions
overall: 3514 inches (90.2 cm) wide x 84 inches (213.4 em) long x
4 inches (10.2 cm) thick (add Zvi inch each end for optional
continuous mounting bracket). Effective absorber area = 1850
It' (1.72mj. Ratio of usable absorber area to total installed sur•
face covered = 0.88. Glass area (aperture) = 18.88ft' (1.75mj.
Absorber. Copper sheet: 0.010 inches thick (.025 cm) (7
ounces). Selective black: minimum absorptivity..85f.g2; max-
imum emissivity, .15135. Manufactured by Enthone. Incorpo.
rated; guaranteed durable to 400 • F 1,305'C).(Black chrome:absorp.
tivity, .94 emissivity .12 also available.) Copper tubes: % 0.0., 4
Inches (10.2 cm) on center, L•type copper. Tube pattern: grid. Bond
between tube and sheet: high temperature solder, 270 0
 wrap.
Manifolds: 1 inch type M copper. Tube connections to manifold:
brazing alloy. Connection to external piping: l inch type M copper
tube. Manifofdttubes pressure tested before leaving factory to 15
atm; recommended 125 psig (8.5 atm) working pressure.
Insulation Behind Absorber .5 in. (1.25 cm) thick glass fiber
(compressed) over 1.0 inch (2.5 cm) tnick foii•faced isocyanu-
rate, R = 10.0, (glass fiber, 12 Ibsift' density).
Method of Anchoring: Keyway integral to collector frame con•
tinuous along perimeter of ire ,
 ne designed to accept "I:' or "U"
clips with predrilled f6' diameter hole for bolt mounting to roof or
frame. Optional 1 1/4 inch (3.2 cm) mounting leg integral with top
and bottom of frame; lour I<' (.95 con) diameter holes predrilled.
Capabilit'r ,of through bolt anywhere along its length.
Weight Per Module: 123 pouotds (558 kg), filled; 120 pounds(54.4 kg), empty (standard 3' x 7' unit). Add 27 pounds (12.2 kg)
for double glazed unit. The liquid in the solector is equal to 0.48
gallons (1.82 liters).
Recommended Flow Rate Through Collector. 28 Ibsitt'!fr (1
gpm) (.063 Vsec) per collector.
Collector Coolant: Coolant should be Sunsol 60, made by Sun-
works or equivalent. In areas where regular tap water is used as a
coolant, it is important that the pli be controlled between 6.5
and 8, and the Ca. Mg. count should be w ► ow 50 ppm.
Warranty, Five year material workmanship warranty on all parts
effective from date of installation. See your local Sunworks rep•
resentative for further details.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
MOUNTING
Internal Manifold SolectorR (,Models 8, C, D, F, G)
Mount the first - collector—of the group on the
support structure provided. The anchor bolts
should be isolated ggram the aluminum mounting
leg on.the SolectorR. unless they are stainless
steel. A phenolic washer or a washer wrapped
with teflon tape will keep the bolt head off
the mounting leg. Wrapping the shaft of the
bolt head close-.to the head with 4 or 5 turns
of teflon tape will also provide protection.
Alternatively, a short sleeve of neoprene
tubing may be slid over the lag bolt to isolate
if from the mounting flange. It is important
that the first collector be accurately placed.
Note the weep holes located in the groove of
the extrusion are at the bottom and the decal
arrow on the glass cover points upward. If
optional "U" and "L" clips are used see Figs.
1,2 and 3. If standard mounting legs are used
see Fig. 4.
A chalk line or temporarily attachment of a
"two by" horizontally will help align succeeding
collectors. Adjust absorber plate assembly so
that swedge connections protrude equally from
sides of SolectorR . Solder supply line to'the
first collector. Use 95/5 tin antimony solder
at all collector connections; 50/50 solder can
be used elsewhere. Insert connector nipples
supplied by Sunworks into swedges of the first
collector. Using a (1) one inch block as a
spacing gage mount the balance of the array
inserting the connector nipples in the same mannc
as the first collector. DO NOT SOLDER the connec
nipples until the entire Side-to-S dei group is
mounted. Use 95/5 tin antimony solder for connec
between collectors.
Drain Down Solectors R (Models A,E)
Mount the first collector on the support structui
provided. The spacing between collectors should
be at least (1/4 11 ) one quarter inch to allow
for expansion of the aluminum frame. Mount
entire array before soldering connections.
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Typical
"U"Clips Collector "U"Clips
w
"L"Clips
R
^^Die, I8 Oia. Dolt
post
stew Wash" 0ee1 Wash"
Phenolic Washer	 .,	 •L Clip
Phenolic • "Clip•U 1
Wash" pacer'
•
steel - steel Wash&
Insulate between
a--St LockLock Washer Washer	 Structural
' I.luminum A Steel Nut Nut	 Member
Fig. 2
S Wraps of Teflon Tape or
Equal around Bolt Body to
Isolate Different Metals.
Flo. 9
Bottom Support Required to
Prevent Collector Slippage In
All"U" & "L"Clip Mountings.
•	 3^9 Dia. Bolt
Steel Washer
Phenolic Washer
him— 141 - 3/; •	 .
Structural Member
v Nut	 Steel Washer
Lock Washer
Rig.4
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• "U"Clips; L"Clips. & Spacers
Provided by SUNWORKS.
PLUMBING/PIPING
The piping in the entire system should be copper;
type in accordance with local plumbing codes.
Use 95/5 tin antimony solder at the SolectorR
connections. All other connections may be
50/50 solder. Supply and return piping should
slope to facilitate air venting and gravity
draining. Flush the system thoroughly with
water.
MMRAULIC TESTING
After thoroughly flushing the system, fill the
loop with water. The closed loop should be
raised to 60 psi with a high pressure transfer
pump: in drain down systems, use pressure
available through supply main. If city water
pressure exceeds 125 psi, a pressure reducing
valve should be installed. Use either reducing
valves that allow reverse flow of water or an
expansion tank capable of withstanding city
water pressure. The system should hold pressure
for:at least (1) one hour. Inspect for leaks if
pressure drops during this period. If the outdoor
temperature is below freezing when the pressure
test is conducted, a non-freezing fluid (permanent
solution) should be used in close lo&p systems.
The following procedure-should be used to pressure
test open loope (drain down) systems in"freezing
conditions: 1) Isolate outdoor piping by closing
appropriate valves. 2) Fill outdoor piping with
a non-freezing solution and pressurize to 60 psi.
3) Hold foi- one hour. 4) Drain outdoor piping .
and flush thoroughly with water. After successful
completion of the pressure test, a transfer p p
can be used to force the permanent solution into
the closed loop system. The system should be
pressurized to twenty-to-thirty (20-30) psi. Do
not overpressurize. Check functions of all valves.
Connect drain lines as required by.local codes.
COLLECTOR PIPING CONFIGURATIONS
A standard collector array uses an.external pipe
which must be insulated and is usually piped for
Reverse/Return f lovi (Fig. 2-6) . Sunworks internal
header collectors (Fig. 2-7) are joined together
with nipples provided by Sunworks which automatically
pipes the header in reverse/return parallel flow.
Normally six collectors are the maximum that would
be connected together in a bank in order to maintain
system balance. When more than six collectors
are connected in one bank performance begins to fall
off and pressure drop begins to increase. Balancing
of flow through each collector is also effected with
connection of more than six. More than six collectors
should not be connected in parallel through internal
headers without consulting funiforks' engineering
Department.
F19.2.8 Standard Collector Array	 Fig. 2-7 Sunworke Intornal Header Array
For larger arrays it is sometimes expedient to
connect banks of collectors in series. For a
standard collector array this would still require
insulated pipe headers and may require extensive
spacing between banks (Fig. 2-S). The use of
Sunworks internal header collectors with optional
outlet connections allow a neater arrangement without
extensive external headering (Fig. 2-9).
F19.2-8 Standard Collector Array 	 FI9.2-9 Sun*orks Internal Header Array
Two Banks In Series	 Two Banks to Sortes
F12.2.10 Sunworks internal Header Array
	
t., •
	 "....
TWO Groups Of Three Banks in Series- Piped In Parallel Flow Rovers0letwn
vi
^ds
Fig. 2-10 illustrates a method of grouping large
arrays into close clusters on a pitched roof.
Ose of Sunworks internal header collectors with
optional outlet locations allow the 36 collectors
shown to be piped into two groups of three banks
each in series. Large arrays piped in this
manner have the disadvantage of slight loss in
collector efficiency due to higher collector
temperatures caused by series operations but,
have the advantage of using a lower system flow
rate resulting in smaller pumps and lov&red pumping
.energy use.
Since the number of collectors in parallel are the
only ones taken into account when figuring Flow
Rate, the array shown in Fig. 2-10 would have
a flow of 12 times the recx naaended Flow Rate per
collector 1/2 to 1 GPM collectors in other words,
6 to 12 GPM for the entire array.
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REPLACEMENT, REPAIR i OPERATING RESTRICTIONS
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Solar collectors become very hot when expb®ed
to sunlight while not operating!
If at all possible it is advisable to do any
work required when collectors are relatively
cool. Whenever this is not possible, precaustions
should be taken (such as wearing gloves)to aviod
skin contact with any part of the collector.
ABPLACDIQ A SOLI•D'DOR MODULE !
1) Collectors at the ends of an array can be easily removed.
2) Removal from the other locations can be accomplished as follows:
a) Assume Solector "B" is to be removed. See Fig. 1.
T, Dia, Nipple Typ ► 4 p1s.7
Figure I
b) Accurately weasure the distznce between the swedges. ("X" equAls
the length Of the exposed connecting nipple). See Fig. 2.
Measure IX' to the nearest Y16 "~
Figure 2
c) Clean 4 - 2" pieces of 1" type M Copper Tubing with emery cloth.
Place a mark with tube cutter 1/4" in from the end of the tube.
See Fig. 3.
1 ...: T'Dia.Type"M' Tubing. 	 -
1 	 ^^I	 i_	 I
Bench Mirk
FIgure 3	 .. ^....,^.. .
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d) Aft the connecting male couplings in the Oddaie With a thin hack
saw blade. Avoid Dagme to the Sw ds.
e) Remove collector "9" from the array.
r) Remove stubs from collectors "A", "B" and "C" and arty solder
remaining in the swedges. Emery cloth or a:ire brush is helpful.
g) Apply flux to all swedges.
h) Cut the 4 pieces of Type 14 tubing 112" longer than the measurement
"X". The 1/4" bench mark is included in the overall dimension
(l,/2" plus "X") .
1) Insert the four (4) male coupling nipples into the swedges or
collector "B" until they stop. See Fig. 4.
-F
X
Bench Mark
A B
Figure 4
Fxamole: Assume "X" = 1/4"
Add	 1/2"
Nipple 1g. = 377
Nipple shown in stopped position.
J) Carefully place collector "B" into position. Note there is only 1/8"
gap between end of header swedge and edge of nipple. See Fig. 4.
k)- Align swedge of adjacent collector with coupling nipple and slide nipple
into swedge until bench mark is in alignment with edge of swedge.
See Fig. 5.
:.	 Bench Mark
L --	 -
'/4	 j
'	 X
F'<gura a	
- -
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1) Use. needle nose pliers or 31adUw tool to move connector nipple
into poaltion.
m) Repeat for all OthEr connections.
n) Solder connections with 95/5 tin antimorW.
Check for leaks by premsurizing, system.
NOTE:
A gammmme quantity of flux paste on the correcting nipple and In the swe4ps'
will permit the nipple to slide into position easily. A channel-lock plier
may be used instead of needle point pliers.
,)P
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REPAIR OF SOLE OR 140DULES	 t
Tt a only repair that should normally be attempted in the
field is replacement of broken glazing(s). Replacement not be
with pre-cut tempered glass supplied by Sunworks. Do Not
attempt to use standard window glass or any other substitute with-
out express approval by Sunworks. Replacement is accomplished by
simple removal of 16 screws that hold down the glazing cap.
After removal of the four pieces of glazing cap, all
pieces of broken glass can be removed. Particular care
should be taken to avoid damage to the absorber surface. Since
an exposed absorber surface becomes hot enough in sunligh t to
cause serious burns, exercise extreme care.
Remove all pieces of broken glass ;^nm the glazing gasket
and re-install the gasket on the new glass. After this is done,
the new glass can be laid in place. Ensure that the glass is
evenly in position and the gasket is not twisted or pinched. Re-
move all silicone sealant fz^ the mitered edges of the 4 glazing
cap sections and apply new sealant to each edge. The glazing
caps can then be screwed back into place.
A-13
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OPERhTrNG RESTRICTIONS
	 -
Sunwork• BolectorsR
 are made from the best materials
available for maximum longevity under most operating
conditions. Since there are no moving parts, the
only restrictions and/or precautions necessary are
those which would normally be observed for the respec-
tive materials. Such restrictions would include:
1. Ph of fluid should be maintained in the range of
6.5 to 8 and hardness at a maximum of 500 ppm TDS.
2. In areas where the collectors may be exposed to
aggressive atmospheric conditions, thought should
be given to special protective coatings for the
aluminum enclosure.
3. Sunworks SolectorsR
 are factory tested to 250 psig.
As such maximum working pressure is 125 psig and
should not be exceeded.
(
i
i
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VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION FOR INVLNIORY CONTROL
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR SOLAR FLUIDS
ALL COPPER TUBE CONSTRUCTION
doucette industries, inc.
INNOVATORS OF THE VENTED DOUBLE WALL"
P. 0 Box 1641. York, PA 17405 • 717 -845-8746
HEAT TRANSFER DIVISION
VENTED DOUBLE WALL
SOLAR NEAT EXCHANGERS DIVISION
HEAT EXCHANGERS FOR POTABLE WATER HEATING
a VENTED DOUBLE WALL PROTECTION
n MECHAN.CALLY CLEANABLE HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE
• POSITIVE THERMAL CAPACITANCE CONTROL
n EXCLUSIVE. DOUCETTE FAIL-SAFE DFSIGN
n MEETS H U.D MINIMUM STANDARDS
n U.L. RECOGNIZED FOR POTABLE WATER
Collector
Rise-"F/'F
Water
	 Soler
Flow	 Flow
Rate	 Rate
} (5pm) ,--, (9Pm)
12
3
4
5
f	 6
8
10
15
- 20
I	 25
j	 2
3
34
5
6
^8_
10
12
5
f	 20
25
2
4
--- -5
48	
c	
6
U I	 8
10
9.5	 I	 12
16
1- d 3
	 ^ 24
- 24
Consult Factory
°5
I
I	 13
95
f'	 26	 1I --32 5
__ i
	
__ i 	-
65
'	 Ii
I	 ^
128
I	 ^
i 3
25.5
I
_ 38.3
! _51 _
r 634
r-- - + - -
I
3
0 .95	 0.90
Z-8 Z-7
Z - 11
I	
Z - 10
Z-18 I	 Z-14
Z-23 Z-18
Z-a0 Z-25
Z-36M18 Z-28M14
Z-46M23 Z-36M18
Z-60M30 Z-50M25
Z-90M30 Z-75M25
Z-12OM30 Z-1 0OM25
Z-15OM30 Z-1 25M25
Z-11 Z-9
Z-23 Z-20
ZZ-23 ZZ-19
ZZ-35 ZZ-27
' ZZ-41
ZZ-70M35 ZZ-54M27
' ZZ-82M41
i
• ZZ-1 23M41
' ZZ-164M41
' ZZ-205M41
X-3 X-2.5
X-5 I	 X-4
X-6 I	 X-5
X_9 X-7
Y-11„-`Y-10
Y-14 I	 Y-12
Y-18 Y-14
Y_23 _ Y-18
Y-22M11 Y•20M10
Y-28M14 Y-24M12
Y-46M23 Y-36M18
Y-69M23 Y-54 M18
Y-92M23
-
Y-72M18
Y-115M23 I	 Y-90M16
SOLAR HEAT LXCHANGffRS
The Doucette Industries' clearable solar heat ex-
changer with the vented double wall represents the
ultimate combination of contamination protection
and heat transfer capability. The vented double wall
(patent applied for) is recognized by U.L. for potable
water and gives the ultimate pro tection for both the
water side and the solar system. Any leak-anywhere
in the heat exchanger-will leak 'o the outside and
will not cross-contaminate. Simply by removing sev-
eral bolts, the low-fouling heat transfer surface may
be cleaned with a wire brush, eliminating the need for
acids and chemicals. The solar fluid and water circuits
are designed to bala;ice thermal capacitance rates to
insure maximum surface Wilization and limit pressure
drops. All copper tube construction insures corrosion
resistance and long operating life. On larger systems,
several devices are manifolded in parallel to control
fluid velocity, giving unlimited design flexibility. This
modular feature permits a wide range of applications
without extended inventories.
Performance Specifications
0.05	 0.11	 0.25	 043	 0.67	 1.0	 1.5	 233
HFAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS
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Z-2 5	 Z-2
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	 I Z-4.5	 Z-3.5
Z-13	 Z•10	 Z-7
	 Z-5	 I Z-15
Z-1 8 	 Z- 12 	 Z-9 _	 Z -6	 Z -4
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M 12
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-
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-
 ZZ--14M7
ZZ-75M25	 ZZ-51M17_ ZZ-_36_M12 	 ZZ•2_4M8	 ZZ•18M6
ZZ-10OM2 ZZ-68M17 Z7-48M12 ZZ-32M8 Z-24M6
ZZ-125M_25 ZZ-85M17 ZZ-60M12 	 ZZ-40M8_
-
^ Z_Z 30M6
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X-1.5
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X-3
	
X-2 5	 X-2
	
X-1.5	 X-1.0
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	 Y-5
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Y-8
	
Y-6
	
Y-4	 Y-3
Y-12
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Y- 14M7
	 Y-12M6 . I Y-8M4	 Y 6M3	 Y-4M2
Y-18M9
	
Y-14M7
	 Y-10M5_	 Y-8M4	 Y-6M3
Y-24M12	 Y-18M9
	
I Y-12M6
	
Y-10M5
	
Y-8M4
Y-36M12
	
Y-27M9
	
Y-18M6
	 Y- 15M5	 Y-12M4
Y-48M12
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Z-1.5^
Z-2
Z-2.5
Z-2.5
I_3
Z-6M3
Z-6M3
Z-6M3
Z-9M3
Z_12M3
Z-15M3
Z-1.5
Z-2 5
Z-3.5
ZZ-3
ZZ-3 5
ZZ-4
ZZ-4 _
ZZ-8M4
ZZ-8M4
ZZ-8M4
ZZ•12M4
ZZ-16M4
ZZ-20M4
X-0.5
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X-1
Y-1.5
Y-1.5
Y-2
Y_2.5
Y-4M2
Y-4M2
Y-6M3
Y-9M3_
YAM
Y-15M3
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Model Identification olal Lineal Feet
Surlace Nunit-r „f Tubes Heat Transfer Surtace
d,Od
(tiq	 ft.1 4 6 8 u! x v Z ZZ ab
L) U5.2
(1)
C`AU1,4 A8 31 2r'.
21
(1)
o '5 CS 0 75-2 U '1 4 C:	 X O ?5-b 5' 4 h 1 R ? 9
131 i2) 11)
1 0 CS 1 0-2 CS 1 0 4 CS 1 0 . 6 CSX 1 0 8 - 6 6 1 5 t 3 8 34
(4) 131 12)
1	 ., CS 1 5 2 CS -1 5-4 CS -1 5 . 6 CS-1 5 8 CS 1 5 . 10 11	 , 9 3 7 7 5 7 5 1
(3) (3)
20 I'S CO2 CS-20-4 GS20-6 CS2U-8 CS-20.10 I53 123 102 76 66
5 CS 2 5-2 I;S 2 5 4 CS-2 5 6 CS 2 5-8 CS-2 5-10 19	 1 15 4 8 9 5 8 5
CS.i02 CS:304 CS-30.6 CS308 i,S-3010 229 18', 153 11	 5 102
1', cS352 CS3',4 CS-35-6 CS35-8 CS35-Q 267 216 17R 134 114
4 0 CS-4 02 CS It 0 •1 CS 4 0 .6 CS 4 0-8 CS-4 0 10 i0 5 24 7 20 4 153 1", 5
4 `, CS-4 5 2 C5-4 5 4 CS-4 5-6 CS-4 5-6 CS 4 5-10 34 4 27 ? 23 0 17 2 1,	 3
50	
.
CS CS5o4 CS50.6 CS50-8 CS-50-1U 382 3'0
-
l55 191 169
151
6 G5 6 ? cS 6-4 ,S-6-6 CS-6.8 GS 6 1 0 456 37 0 306 22 9 d03
CS 7 2 CS 7 4 CS-7-6 CS 7 8 CS-7-10 934 432 35 7 26 7 23 7173
8 CS 8 2 CS 8 4 CS-8-6 C3 8-8 CS 8 . 10 61	 1 494 408 306 27 1
9 CS 9 2 CS-9 4 CS-9-6 CS-9-8 C:-9-10 68 7 556
.	
459 34 4 305171
10 CS 10 2 CS- 10-4 CS 10 6 I'S 10-6 CS 10-10 763 61 7 51 0 38 2 33 9
181 (51
11 CS 11-2 CS-11-4 CS-71 6 CS-11 8 CS-11-10 840 679 561 420 373
12 CS 124 GS-12-6 CS 12-8 CS-12-10 916 74 1 61 2 458 407
(6)
13 GS 13 -4 CS-13.6 CS 13-8 CS-13-10 992 802 663 49 7 44 1
(6)
14 GS 14 4 CS 14 6 CS-14-8 GS-14-10 106 9 864 71 4 53 5 475
15
.
CS- 1!,•4 CS 15-6 CS-15 8 CS-15.10 114 5 926 76 5 57 3 50 8
._
 171 15)
16 CS 16 4 CS-16-6 CIS-16-8 CS-16-10 122 1 98 8 81 6 61	 1 54
7) (5)
17 CS-17-4 CS-17-6 CS-17 8 CS-17-10 1298 1049 86 7 64 9 576
18 CS 18 4 CS-18-6 CS-18-8 CS-18-10 137 4 111	 1 91 6 688 61 G
(7) (5)
19 CS-19-4 CS-196 CS-19-8 CS-19-!0 1450 1173 969 726 644
20 CS-20-4 CS-20-6 CS-208 CS-20 10 152 7 123 5 1020 76 4 678
F	
25 CS-25.6 CS-25-8 CS 25-10 1908 154 2 127 5 95 5 84 7
171 (6) 151
30 CS-30.6 CS-3C-8 CS-30-10 1850 1536 114 6 101	 7
35 _ CS-35-6 CS-35 8 CS-35-1U - 178 5 133 7 118 6
40 - - CS-40.8 CS-40-10 - - - 152 8 1356
(8) (7)
45 -- - CS-45-8 CS-45.10 - - 1 71 9 152 5
(7)
50 - - - CS-50-10 -- - - 191 0 1695
55 - - - - CS 55 . 10 - - -- - 1864
-C	 Dimension onchesl A Dimension (Inches)
CSx fish 9'2 1258 15'2 181a Divide total effective lenqth in lineal
CSx 658 9' 2 12's 15'2 1818 feet by number of tubes then add
C SZ 65s
.	
912
	
_
121a 15'2 1816
CS22 B „'8
16,_B_
-2016 25,8 s 61s 6's 718 R'„
CSW 916 1510 2118 27'8 3318
Fnt,T)OLT ' FR AME	 ' A- 17
r	 ^
1
C
_ Tnt.J Lirte,tl Feet
Heal 1 ' anster'iutiat e
to
c
K [ 4
.—
F-
1 8 1	 1 , 	 i.
E
^- :' 4t YH 1`1
6 6 1 ti i
.
1 6 3 4
(li
f1.5 -10 1t 93 ^,''
.
(3)
0.0 -10 11r	 3 123 10.' %6 6H
9.510 191 164 8 95 85
x	 (41
ISO '0 229 185 15'3 tS 10
©5- 1 0 )67 21r 8 34 U
O 10 A 0r, 247 2	 4 15.1 1,6
5 - 10 .144 278 t4 1,'2 lf^_t
f50 10 98 309 55 19 t 1r. '1
I
$-10 45 8 37 0 30 6 22 9 0 3
17 - 10 'i3 4 43 2 35 ' 26 7 23
4- 10 61	 1 49 4 -408 30 b 27 1
X910 687 556 459 144 305
;10- 10 76 3 61	 7 51 0 38 2 .33 9
i11-10 840 619 561 420 .373
,12 10 91 6 74 1 61 2 4' H 40 7
13-10 992 80 2 66 .f 19 7 44 1
r14 10 1 Ob 9 864 71 4 53 5 47 5
615-10 1145 926 765 573 508
616- 10 12:1	 1 988 61 6 b l	 t h4
o17- t 0 1298 104 9 86 ' 64 9 5116 
518-10 13' 4 1	 11	 1 91 8 68 8 61 0
•19-1(1 1460 1 17 3 969 1 26 6'
-20 10 1:,2 7 '23 5 1020 %6 4 b' 8
-25 -10 1908 154 2 1	 9 95 5 84 7
•30_-10 1850 159(; 1146 1U1
(6
-35 t3 1'8 5 1 e3 ? 1 186(7)
:40-10 1)2 8 135 6
45-10
—
1 ; 1 9 152 5
650-10 — — 191 0 169")
(8)
	 .
•55 W — 1864
_ A Dimension (inches)
183g Divide total effective length in lineal
feet by number of lobes then add
18^
Z5 1 ti's b1H 6'a 71H 81,
133"
i
ii
	 rlr	
__.
i
(1	 1	 ^	 !I
`a	 L^
g
A
A
N 13 ► n
C
Model numbers with M- in them have sections manifolded
parallel to obtain proper flow characteristics.
Manifolds are sized for 4-4 1/2 FPS velocity
Example: CSZ 25M5 model number means one unit with 25
square feet surface manifoldea with 5 square foot sections;
thus: 5 sections.
For approximate unit weight, multiply its square feet by:
CSX 10 6	 [
CSY-12 i
CSZ-13
CSZZ-15 6
CSW-16 8
1. Available only in CSX Series
2. Available only in CS`( and CSY Series
3. Not available in CSZZ and CSW Series
4. Not available in CSW Series
5 Not available in CSX Series
6. Not ava iiable in CSX or CSY Series
7. Available only in CSZZ or CSW Series
8. Available only in CSW Series 	 MLnnUT FRAW --2-
CLEANABLE
SOLAR HEAT EXCHANGERS
with the
VENTED DOUBLE WALL
1. LENGTH OF
150
140
n HIGH PERFORMANCE
n LONG OPERATING LIFE
n ALL COPPER CONSTRUCTION
n MAXIMUM COST EFFECTIVENESS
Doucette Cleanable Solar Heat Exchangers feature
the vented double wall to preclude the possibility of
solar fluid potable water cross contamination, and the
cleanable all copper consti*uction assures long life with
continued high performance. The CSX, CSY, CSZ and
CSZZ model heat exchangers are designed to control
fluid velocities on both sides to insure maximum heat
transfer in true counterflow, and improved collector
efficiency. Nc other line of heat exchangers offers such
a broad selection to meet specific design criteria, from
small domestic hot water systems to large Industrial
or commercial systems
The selection of the proper heat exchanger for a spe-
clfir application is relatively easy, I f the desired mini-
mum operating conditions are well defined The critical
factor in sizing the heat exchanger to a given applica-
tion is the collector rise factor. CRF, defined as the ratio
of the temperature rise across the collector to the differ-
ence between the temperature of the solar fluid leaving
and the water temperature entering the heat exchanger.
in units of F" F. The CRF defines the operating tem-
perature of the collector for any given water entering
temperature, and therefore determines the operating
efficiency of the collector. The CRF should be held as
low as possible within economic limits to insure max-
imum performance from the collector
The minimum operating conditions define the CRF and
the required heat exchanger effectiveness. The number
and kind of collector defines the solar fluid as its vol-
ume flow rate. From the Table on the reverse side, it
is possible to pick a specific heat exchanger model
and it requires water recirculation rate. Interpolation to
other conditions and other models is possible for esti-
mation purposes.
MODEL	 TL}
CRF T, T,
T	 T,'
^L
EXAMPLE	 T, 153 F
T,	 130 F
T,	 120 F
T,	 T,	 10 F
T,	 T,	 23 F
CRF 10 F 0.43
Effectiveness Required	 T, -7'	 070
I
Ft7;,? OUT r RAI1 E
100	 +
m 80	 --	 1.__.
-_4 60
40
20
10
0
2	 4	 6	 8
2. WATER SIDE50 --
-
-1CSZ
D 40	 J
°
°	 CSZZ ^-
_n r 30
m m 20
CS
Qc
<	 10 -- 4
5	 CSX
0
2	 4	 6	 8
q TUBES
4. WATER SIDE
301
	 f-
20
in 15
j
10
2 ^^^^	 + N
2	 4	 6	 8
GPM
PRES>i
To read curves:
1. Select unit model from the chart.
2. Lineal feet from curve No. 1.
3. Add equivalent feet from curve No. 2 O
DISTRIBUTED BY
150
140
120
100
T 80
M
M
60
40
20
10
0
30
20
v 15
Cn
10
6
2
2
1. LENGTH OF SURFACE TUBE
8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18 20 22	 24
SQ. FT. SURFACE
3. SOLAR SIDE
_ T_	 50 r
CSY_ 
4 
	 ^	
_
0	 40 1
I 	 csz ADD
cSY^	 30 CSZZ	
'
 FOR
EQUIV.
20	 +	 LG.
t
10	 CSX
5
0
10	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10
TUBE PASSES
5. SOLAR SIDE
2	 4	 6
2. WATER SIDE
50 -
1CSz+
	
D 40	 +O0
	
T n 30	 SZZ
m
O
M
C 20 1
c
<	 10 .
	
5	 1CSXII
0.	 I
2	 4	 6	 8
# TUBES
4. WATER SIDE
CSYI -^
	
30 ^CSx	 CSZI{
1	 1	 }CSZ^
10	 +	 CSZZ
CSZZ
i
{1	
j	 ^	 2
4	 6	 8	 10 12	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12
GPM	 GPM
PRESSURE DROP PSI PER 100 FEET
To read curves: 	 4. Curves No. 4 and 5 are pressure drop in PSI
per 100 feet.
1. Select unit model from the chart.
	
5. If pressure drop is excessive, additional sec-
2. Lineal feet from curve No. 1. 	 tions can be added but with a consequent reduc-
3. Add equivalent feet from curve No. 2 or No. 3, tion in effectiveness.
ED (IN
doucette industries, inc.
"INNOVATORS OF THE VENTED DOUBLE WALL"
P. O. Box 1641, York, PA 17405 • 717-845-8746
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TABLE 1 - 12, 15, 18, 21 and 24 Tube Face
.I
N^ wlw^1 4.0 1 (	 4.6 1 f-o • r.• • •'-e • 	  ••	 r.e • ^	 r •••	 ^	 •	 e • i	 e	 • v •e • 	i	 v .••	 i	 w	 o•
hw
r.^	 t.e• 	r-• • 	s•e• 	r•• •
• f•IN' f•ION • !•1 N' f•ION' /-IK' f•1•N • '•4'!	 N f-ION' 0' •IN"•'•ION'I 1•IK' T•IOK'	 O.IN• 0 . 10K' O . IK'	 t0•^ ^'e.10A-
• ttN' !O M' !1 N' qN' q N' OtN' •1 N' !4K • rON'	 I'll	 !!K' !I N' 94% . IOON • 10•N", 111 1+' 	 t t• V
TABLE 2 TABLE No-3 NUMBER OF	 WATER CIRC I -ITS AND	 PASSES
the C_	 _ O AEROF1N NUMB ER OF WATER CIR CUITS NUMBER	 Of
Iot• i for 2Row CIRCUIT TL BE	 A WATER P _
1•y- DESIGNA7ION	 12 15 18 21 24 27	 30 1	 ROW	 2	 ht1W17 ! 'ss' 1'11'
IS r"ti" t"h' !'h' FtI^L__- 1 2 1 5 Is 21 24 27	 30
b 8 4 12 14	 5 2	 4
IB T't' =^b'
_
tN' 1N F.H 4 5 6 ) P _9	 10 _-	
F^
71 VV V%. 4K' 3 4 5 6 6 ^7	 - 6 L	 4
TABLE No. 4 - Face Area (Square Feet)
J
NOMINAL TUBE LENGTH
Q l^ W W
> W <0 z ►-1^ 1	 _	 1-	 1	 12 -0 2	 -6 3 -0 3 -6 4 ' -0 1 4	 -6 1	 1	 1	 1	 t	 15 -0	 S	 -6	 6 -Q	 6	 -6	 7	 -0	 7 -6 19 -0 1	 18 -6	 9 -0 1	 I9	 -6	 10	 0
20.t 12 2.63	 3.34	 4.04 4.74 5.45 6.15 6.85	 7.55	 8.26	 8.96	 9.66	 10.36 11.07 11.77	 12.47 13.17	 13. AB
;4p 15 3.29 4.16 5.04 5 92 6.79 7.67 6.55	 9.42	 10.30	 11.18	 12.05	 12.93 13.81 14.68	 15.56 16.44	 17.31
29 18 3.94 4.99 6.04 7.09 8.14 9.19 10.24	 I1.^9	 12.34	 13.39	 14.44	 15.49 16.54 17.59	 18.64 19.70	 20.15
^33 21 4.59 5 82	 7.04 8.26
5.24 6.64 8.04 9.44
9.49
10.81
10.71
12.23
11.94	 13.16	 14.39
	 15.61	 16.83	 16.06
13.63
	
15.03	 16.43	 17.83	 19.22	 20.62
19.28
22.02
20.51	 21.73
23.42	 24.82
22.96
	
'4.IS
26.22	 27.6137^ 20
FACE AREAS MAY BE EXTRAPOLATED FOR SgcIAL J7 AND 30 TUBE FACE AND NOMINAL
TUBE LENGTHS UP TO ANO INCLUDING 12 0 IN 6 INCREMENTS
^a-c.v
TABLE No.5	 Volume of Air (CFM) To Be.Passed Through Coil Type "CH"
6
NOMQC^t TUBE ILINGTH0 stallzoins Twbpeg : page	
I — ,
W14111th velecif
2 '0. 2,6.
3'6' 4'0' 6,4 'o- 6,0,
3100 ?SO 990 1200 1410 1620 1830 2040 2230 2460
41QO^ 1040 %320
1600 ISO
2160 2440 2770 3000 3290
Soo 1300 1630 2000 23SO 2700 3050 3400 3750 41vO20046 , 12 440 1560 1940 2400 2820 3240 3660 4060 4300 4920
FOO 1120 2310 2400 3290 3180 4210 4760 Mo 5740
Goo 2040 2640 3700 3?60 4320 4840 5440 6000 6560
990 1230 1500 1770 2040 2310 2580 2870 3090
4100 1370 1640 2000 2360 2?20 3040 3440 3160 4120
24 ?/1 Soo 1650 70SO2460
2500
3000
29SO
3:40
3400
4;:*
3930
4620
4300
::6:
4700
:64:
3130
:1:0
?:: TOO 3000
S
4?30 4440 :390 2 38 240
800, 2640
j:?O
3 so 4 00 4 2U 5	 0 160 6860 75 
20 a 
2 0
300 1200 1500 1830 2130 2460 2Y6O 2090 3390 3720
400 1600 2000 2440 2640 3260 3680 4120 4320 4960
00 2000 2500 3050 3350 4100 4600 SISO 3630 6700is
:00 2400 3000 3660 4260 4920 SS20 6180 6760 ?440
Y
FOO 2100 3500 4270 4970 3740 6440 7210 Y810 $680
400 3200 4000 4#80 $680 6560 7360 0240 9040 9924
300 1380 1?40 2130 2490 2850 3140 3600 3960 4320
400 1640 23 #'0 7640 33,20 3800 4370 4800 3260 5760
2300 2900 4750 $400 6600 ?2:033'/4 31
:0000 2760 3480
35:0
42 0
4;SO
4 80 5700 6480
:;00
00
Y 920
66 0
FOO 3270 4060 4970 silo 6630 ?560 0400 9240 10060
loo 3680 4640 S660 6640 Y600 8640 9600 10560 11520
300 IS90 2010 2430 2650 3270 3690 4110 4530 4950
400 2120 2640 3240 3800 4360 4920 S480 6040 6600
Soo 1650 3350 4030 4750 3430 61SO 6850 Y330 02503? 24 600 3140 4020 4760 S700 6S40 7390 $270 9060 9900
700 3710 4690 5670 6630 7630 7610 9390 lOS?O 11550
Boo 4740 5360 6480 1600 8720 9840 10960 12080 13200
Overall NOMINAL TUBE LENGTH
Casing Tub: Face
Width F vel.,ify 6'6 7'0' 7 6"
a, 0 , 8'6 9,0" 9'6 10 0"
300 2670 2910 3120 3330 3540 3750 3960 4170
400 3360 3860 4160 4440 4120 $000 5280 5360
SIOO S900 6250 6600 695?
20%6" 12 6'0000
443:
334
4:50
3 1 0 6140
53:0
66 0 7080 7500 7920 83,0 
a
700 6230 6790 7280 1770 8260 $750 9240 9730
800 7120 7760 9360 $11110 9440 10000 10,'60 11120
300 3360 3630 3900 4140 4410 4000 49!0 5190
400 4480 4840 5200 SS70 Soso 5740 6600 6970
Soo 5600 6050 6500 6q0(l 7350 7800 8250 $650
24 Ve" IS 600 6Y70 7260 7800 8280 $770 9360 9900 10380
1 700 7840 0470 9100 9660 10290 10920 11550 12110
800 $960 9640 10400 11040 11160 12480 13200 13840
300 4070 4350 4630 4900 5310 3610 S910 6240
400 5360 5800 6200 6640 logo 7400 ?860 $320
Soo 6700 Y73O 7750 8300 Wo 9350 9850 1040029' Is 600 0040 6730 9300 996u 10620 11220 11870 124BO
700 9320 10130 10930 11620 12390 13090 13790 14560
Goo 10720 11600 17400 13280 14160 14960 13760 16640
300 4710 3070 3430 5320 6160 6540 6900 7290
400 6260 6760 7140 7760 8240 $720 9200 9720
Soo 84SO 9050 9700 10300 10900 11500 1215033 1A 21 600
7:50
9 20 10140 10460 11640 12360 13080 13800 14580
700 10990 11830 12670 13340 14470 IS760 16100 17010
goo 12560 13520 14480 15520 16480 17440 14400 19440
300 5370 3790 6210 6630 7050 7.70 7890 $310
400 7160 7720 8280 8840 9400 P960 10520 11060
Soo $950 9650 10350 11050 11750 12430 13150 1305037% , 24 600 10140 11300 12420 13260 14100 14940 13780 16620
700 12530 13510 14490 15470 16433 17430 16410 19390
goo 14320 15440 16560 17690 14400 19920 21040 27160
A- 21
^:
f
Models 3642 & 3656
Close-Coupled Centrifugal Pump:
Design Features
Close-Coupled Construction
Fight Positron casing (Four on 3655)
Compact Design
_^:	 _^ 	 Simple Installation
Y	 '	 Ouiet Operation
Mechanical Seal
•,,,p	 1y	 Single Stage, Enclosed Impelir•
.'	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS3	 F;^ t ^	 ,'	 nF POOR QUALITY
• '	 :. 15 HP motor.
". 2-6 arid 2,: x 3 P%allabl e with 7. , 10 3115 HP motor
specifications.'`
e . >r ,g	 Volute lye d,	 tinted to adapter with re•:estFd	 Mechanical Seal	 Suitable r« water to 212' F a n d hydro-
t•t	 !o	 assure al'gnment.
	 Top	 vcrtiral d'.sch,ir;+ is	 carbons
,,,! oSsar+bly Tappod op emng provides for h .-i:n-;, 	 Molar	 Assembled as an integral pert of unit. All mct xsA. d aimna	 and saetion and drsc'va r ys eo meC-	 nave ball bearings1	 :.	 Vertically split casin g allows Inspection	 without
,t.,, biro piping connections.
	
Model 3612 moto rs have NEMA standard end brackets and
;haft extension. Shaft Is 416 s!ainl_-s steel. Sing!o p' a•.e
Cncic^ed	 sing r o	 suction	 type,	 •-r,^t	 in	 o' a	 open motors have built in overload protection. Open,
f.'vdcl ?;42 irrpeCnrs ate threaciod on e.len!el
	 enclosed and(-,plosion proof motor enc!ca res is ailat,le
t,,rttur
	 secured
	 by	 s!.,inluas stcul ,,,nm ,
3656 impellers a r e keyed to motor shaft, s •^cured	 Model 5656 motors have NEMA standard a id t:rackals,
by sta i nless steel impe!!er screw. 	 s•andard JM shalt extension and feet. Shaft extension is
carbon steel, fully protected by a sla tt sleeve.
	
.
,e ds;.tur	 Mainta;ns rigid assembly bet.vicen casing and
	 Avarltble in open, enclosed and e^plos;^,n proof on-tc • end bracket Mrndel 3642 mrunting f, et are ini r ,al
	 closures Ihrough 15 HP, single and th;ce hha,.e.Mfi d, • I 3_	 i ( , elv e s are fool	 a-i
'c • ts pu -• ! u-it.	 r'a'	 r' al-	 of	 C ,)nstru'tion	 'Vi ce	 l	 s'	 d	 a	 .,o4
	
Rota; um All pumps are right land i.e., cloc l..%!se rota	 a.a,'able in bronze fit!ed, all iron• cr ale
Uv n % owed from motor. 	 .
A-LL	
;( 10A
Designed for General Purpose
Pumping, Water, Process
and Transfer
• Capacities to 390 GPM (89 m3/h)
• Heads to 275 feet (84 m)
• Temperatures to 250 1 F (121°C)
• P r -assures to 120 PSIG (828 kPa)
Material
Item Part Name — - Model 3842
-- --
Model 36"
---No. ---
Bronze All
-
AN
--
Bronze Afl
-
All
Fitted Iron Bronze Filled Iron Bronze
100 Casing---_----^` _1001 1001_ 102 100 1
	-
100 1 11 02
101 Im^elier  1102 1001 H1102 1102 -1001 1102
103 Casin^Wta rinp Rini
---
-	 Not Required
--
1102
-	 -
1001 1102
10_8 Adapter 1161- _1_102 1001- 1001_ 1 102
1?3 - De_tlector formica	
-
N.A. -
126 Shalt Sleeve	 -	 _ (Not Required) t8-0 Stainless Steel
178 Impeller Ka `^-
_	
_- rNot Required) _ to-8 Stainless Steel
11iB _Impeller Bolt
_ ..	
- --
- (Not Required 18.11
_ --
Stainless Steel
-	
--..r1110 Impeller Washer	 ^_— _ Not R	 wired) 1d -8 Stainl_ ess StNI
304 Impeller Nut	 - _ 14% Chrome Steel (A1S1 416 Not Re9ulredL
351_ Casing GaskN	 _	 _ _ Asbestos -_—_ Not Re9uir"L_ i
3500
---
Pipe Plug(1tt "Z
	 _ _ _ - SteM^
—
-BrassSteels- (Not Required
- -370 H Cap Screw _ Steel Steel
Steel -- -371 H Cap Screw, Adapter-to-Molor _ Steel
_
387 MecMnical Seal JC T Yp. 8
Sttel_^&a,
-	 -
_LL^^ "j B/ N Pt38 171
Brass
_- JC
Zinc Chr
- -- '
Typo Zi (116
PI_ated Stool
")
1102406 P ipe_P!up-Y."
513 - O-ring--W" (Not Required) - Buns N
:ast If
A
Sectional View
Model 3642
	
Model 3666
JI.
Parts List and Materials of Construction
FPerformance Curves Models 3642 & 3656
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B&G Series 60
Centrifugal Pumps
1lronse fined cOAslructlon-pulpped rdh 1750 RPM, U) cycle.
drop-woul motors and companion flanges /0 . 115, 128. 13T. 143.
14T also available In all bronze Construction Add *V `to unit num-
bar when ordering E ulll-to-order units dre available whom condi-
tions cannot is men by stock pump sefectone
Selection Chart	 e
C4►&GT7 0 US W 10•It R e 0~2
Add • S" to pump numher when ordering single phase pumps.
Add "T" to pump number when ordering three phase pumps.
..u•..4	 C
zr tj T
L	 -A E	 _ oDimensions
r.j	 I
STANDARD VOLTAGES
514 HP. 1 PH. 115 Volts
'h to I"# MP, 1 PH, 115/230 Volts
',. to %* HP, 3 PH, 206 . 230/4fllt Volts
I to 2 HP. 205 Or 230/460 Volts
All single phase motors have
burnt in o+erload protection.
UNIT
NO. PUMPSIZE
MOTOR
N.P. _ A
15%
17%
184
APPROXIMATE
NOT
DIMENSIONS
TO BE US ED 110 11 INSTALLATION
a	 -	 L
_ _1 l _ _5
11% _	 552
11%	 5114
IN INC 
"Is
- O -
7'112
7 ye
a
-	 A
3%
_ 3111
3%
60. 1 1
	_
60. 1960. 14
1 UAA
1 %AA
'A
S!e
2AA
1'h_A
_
Ili
 _5^ _
_',l
60. 15_
60 . 16
21 14
2151
1 3_%—
1 3%
r_5%_
5% ^-
9%
9%
3'A
aIA1%A
60. 17 1%A 1 _19% 13% _ Ski 9 54_ _ 352
6_0. 19_ 2A
2A
_
_ 1 _
_154
19% 14
14
Srli
5 J -
9%s_
9%
_3%
—.?A60 . 20 2011
60. 21 2A 2 21 14 5% 9% 344
>1!
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No. FS4-3F Waterflow Indicator
McDONNELL No. FS4-3F and No. FS4-3F-20 WATER FLOW INDICATORS
These McDonnell Waterflow Indicators provide an economical and
positive way of detecting the flow of water in any distribution or
branch piping of a fire sprinkler bystem. Connected electrically to
various types of alarm or signal devices, they immediately indicate
exactly whore any sprinkler head or heads are open.
This gv IzIlt detection and notification pinpoints the location of the
ti; a. $; eedo up the ability to extinguish the fire, assists in safe evac-
uation of the premises, and minimizes the amount of ureter damage.
The No. FS4 .3F and No. FS4 . 3F-20 have the same design, con-
struction and operation, except the No. FS4-3F-20 includes a solid
state time delay. This p aovides a factory fixed 20- - p ond delay on
make to prevent false alarms which might be cau , c 1 by brief move-
ments of water due to variations in system pressure, temporary
surges or water hammer. Time delay is 100 encapsulated, mounts
directly on switch housing. Input-115 volt A.0 , Output -1 ampere
RMS steady state maximum, 20 milliamperes minimum.
Note Many sprinkler systems a l so emp l oy the use of a large prima ry Water-
flow Indicator eQurppe0 with a time reta , d mechan sm a , d wsta ad where
the main water supply is connected to the sprinkler system The No FS4.3F
Is not intended fo r this pur pose. The No FS4 . 3F is used on l y in We rl^stribu-
lbon of branch systems (somet,mes referred to as "parUa' sliste-111.
SWITCH 7.4 Amps 115 Volts A.C.
El ECTRICAL RATINGS 3.7 Amps 230 Volts A.C.
(Underwriters Listed) 0 3 Amps 6 125 Volts 0 C.
Flow Rates Required to Actuate Waterflow Indicators
Pipe Site
 _ - — --
	 11. 
Flow Required (GPM) 	 6.0	 98	 12.7
Underwrlters' Laboratories Listed
for Service on Distribution or Branch Piping
of Fire Sprinklir Systems
Nc
	 4 3F-20 Waterflow Indicator includes
.,lid state 20-second time delay. 	 F ew N'vo a . ♦ 	 w- L­ rat •a r► ! V C 1 . I•: A 'a:. a'IQ .1 .01
AP
C • nsion Details No. FS4. 3F Flow Switch
- -
	
- - 2 rj pu 111cT
•) 1a
n_%oc.outs r 1
'"I	 PIPE	 2',." H EX
' ►IAEA O
,(
1.1
r
Easy Wiring - Cover Com-
pletely removab l e. No
cramped glarters, no dan-
ger of k,rked Mi res mter-
fer,ng w.th operation.
Two Knockouts - Connect
cond-A at ether s , de of
ho,,s'ng.
Switch -- single pole,
dnuble throw Com pact in
size. Powerful srtp act,on
assures dependable oper-
at on.
Knife-Edged Hearings of hardened
s•a .n* rss steel rr,r,rn ze Ir,et on.
Packtess - Heavy duly mcret sy ! j hon	 ^-
sea's s«itch assembly frcm line.
	 7
L McDONNELL &MILLER ITT3500 N. Spaulding Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618Tel. (312) 267-1600
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INSTALLATION DATA
No. FS4-3F and No. FS4-3F-20 WATERFLOW INDICATORS
LOCATION:
The Waterflcw Indicator should be located in a horizontal section
^)t pipe. Avoid locations adjacent to elbows. valves, etc.
INSTALLATION:
Adjust the Waterflow Indicator paddle to the size of pipe in which it is
to be used.
If a reducing tee is not available, and a standard tee is used, install a
face or hex bushing in top opening to keep Waterfiow Indicator as
close to pipe as possible.
If the Waterflo^% Indicator is connec!ed to the pipe by a welding fitting,
select a welding fitting of minimum length, such as a HALF COUPLING,
USE HALF COUPLING
o-,rc	 A
/}
Flow	 l	
i Screw the V' I aterflow Indicator in position so that
--
	
	 the paddle is at right an g les to the floe. , , and the
arrc%+' mark on side is same as dlreclion of flow.
Installing
TIME DELAY
of No. FS4.3F-20
Y 
'Ile
 
jig
p lace t: p acc washer (1urmshed) on threaded item
bctorc allcchi^.g through kncckout opc'.ng v.,th
locknut (lurnished) There is no polar,ty in.d^,ed,
ether Icad wife from time delay may be con•
necled to electrical circuit
ELECTRICAL
FLOW	 FLOW
OPENS	 CLOSES
	CIRCUIT	 CIRC UIT 	 COMMON
Schematic of Flow Switch Operation
J-----31
I '^	 C	 '^ I s	 ^	 ^^
	
FIOW
	 NC flow
k	
2-
TYPICAL WIRING
fSd 31	 Line	 -	 ---
line
3	 2	 t	 NOT	 MOl
1 IME
	
--- —
VLAT
A^ ARM,_SI G% 4l OR_^
P,,WF ON C,Rculls \J —
70 bcoster Pump or t AN'ON"
is Zoned TransntrtleI	 CIRCUIT
1. To actuate Mater sprinkler booster pump
	
2. To wire time delay of No. FS4 . 3F-20 into
	
or zoned t(ansmitter, 	 circu:lc conlrc?line alarm, sicnal or pump.
WDONNELL 1& BILLER )-5-1T
Bulletin L-138E
	
3500 N. Spaulding Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618
Printed in U S.A.
	
Tel: (312) 267-1600
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APPENDIX B
DESIGN DRAWINGS
Note: Drawings are best available. Some of the drawings
show the 2 stage heat pump which was never installed.
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